SONATYPE EDUCATION

Nexus Lifecycle Developer Class

The Nexus Lifecycle Developer Class, formerly Component Lifecycle Management (CLM) Developer Workshop, provides the knowledge and practical instruction to get developers started with Nexus Lifecycle. Take this half-day class to get up to speed quickly and understand how component management can be a natural part of your development process. See how to analyze component risk and fix vulnerabilities early in the development lifecycle to avoid costly rework.

Key Accomplishments:
» Understand how development benefits from Nexus Lifecycle
» Learn how to use Nexus Lifecycle in the Eclipse IDE
» Learn how to triage issues and prioritize remediation
» Excel at fixing flawed components across applications

Recommended for:
Ideal for any person involved in a development capacity such as application developers, architects, and development managers.

Related Product:
(nexus lifecycle
(formerly Component Lifecycle Management—CLM)

Cost:
Multiple options are available and prices may vary. Please contact us at success@sonatype.com.

Visit sonatype.com/training for more details.
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Nexus Lifecycle Developer Class Outline

MODULE I
Introduction to Nexus Lifecycle
» Understanding the risk and magnitude of OSS consumption
» Building a good component practice
» Finding your place in the Nexus Lifecycle deployment model
» Defining the role of Nexus Lifecycle policy

MODULE II
IDE Installation & Configuration
» Getting the IDE plugin installed and configured
» Consuming and mitigating Nexus Lifecycle results

MODULE III
Prioritizing Remediation
» Understanding Nexus Lifecycle Data
» Establishing a security, license, and architecture issue resolution strategy

MODULE IV
Support for other IDEs
» Working with the Maven plugin in other IDEs
» Using the command line scanner
» Accessing embedded reports

MODULE V
Socializing Expectations
» Bridging the developer and Nexus Lifecycle owner gap
» Discussing scanning philosophies for component selection and governance
» Describing developer communication processes

About Sonatype Services
If you’re looking for that edge to get your team excited and committed to the change you desire, Sonatype Services are the essential piece you’ve been looking for. With Sonatype Services, you will:

» Start your users off with a solid foundation of skills
» Make each department and team a success with expert training
» Increase your knowledge with thoughtfully designed training curricula
» Get in-depth exposure to topics ranging from Maven and Nexus basics to advanced Nexus Lifecycle

Whether you are looking to train in a public classroom, at your site or online, we’ll help you to achieve and exceed your goals. In fact, we can even create a custom training course that’s designed around your specific needs. So, contact us today and let us help.

Visit sonatype.com/training for more details.